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Investing in our schools

The NSW Government is investing $7.9 billion over the next four years, continuing its program to deliver 215 new 
and upgraded schools to support communities across NSW. This is the largest investment in public education 
infrastructure in the history of NSW.

The NSW Department of Education is committed to delivering new and upgraded schools for communities 
across NSW. The delivery of these important projects is essential to the future learning needs of our students and 
supports growth in the local economy.

Project overview

The NSW Government is increasing its investment in public education infrastructure, with funding for 44 new 
and upgraded school projects announced as part of the NSW 2012/22 Budget. The project includes upgrades at 
Narrabeen North Public School and Narrabeen Sports High School to provide additional permanent teaching 
space and core facility upgrades. Specialist sporting facilities for community access are proposed to be delivered 
under a joint use arrangement with local council. 

The project will deliver at Narrabeen North Public School: 

 ■ new flexible permanent learning spaces

 ■ upgraded learning spaces

 ■ new supported learning spaces

 ■ upgrade to core facilities, including the library, administration and hall.

The project will deliver at Narrabeen Sports High School: 

 ■ new and upgraded learning spaces

 ■ upgraded supported learning spaces

 ■ new amenities and refurbished gym 

 ■ new and upgraded sporting facilities.  

Narrabeen Education Campus
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Example of new high school facilities being delivered across NSW
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Progress summary 

The business case for Narrabeen Education Campus has been approved by the NSW Government and the project 
now has funding to proceed. Key consultants including architects and engineers have been appointed. 

Next steps

We will now continue to develop the design in consultation with key stakeholders, including a Project Reference 
Group (PRG). This will include architects, planners and design professionals, and representatives from local school 
communities. The design of the school will be developed in consultation with the PRG, considering educational, 
operational and service delivery requirements. Designs including site layouts and artist impressions will be shared 
with the community in the coming months. 

How can I get involved? 

We are committed to working together with our school communities and other stakeholders to deliver the best 
possible learning facilities for students. Your feedback on this project is important to us. For more information, 
questions, or to make a comment please contact us on the below details or visit the project webpage by searching 
“Narrabeen Education Campus” on schoolinfrastructure.nsw.gov.au.

https://www.schoolinfrastructure.nsw.gov.au/projects/n/narrabeen-education-campus.html
http://schoolinfrastructure.nsw.gov.au

